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LED Vanity Fixture 

    damage.

2. It is recommended that a qualified electrician perform all wiring. This fixture must be wired in accordance 

    a wet or damp surface or in water.

4. Make sure that the power source conforms to the requirements of the fixture (see labels on fixture housing).
    Model numbers ending in MV are designed for use in a 120-277VAC fused circuit (do not use on a dimming
    circuit).

    grounded. To accomplish proper grounding, there must be a separate ground wire (green) contact between

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

NEEDED TOOLS

Safety Glasses
Ruler/Tape Measure
Flat Blade Screwdriver
Phillips Screwdriver
Adjustable Wrench

Drill
3/16” Drill Bit
3/32” Drill Bit
Pliers

    A. Disconnect electrical power at fuse or circuit breaker box before installing or servicing any part of this 
    fixture.
    B. Carefully remove the fixture from the carton, and check that all parts are included, as shown in figure.

Make sure power is off at fuse or circuit breaker box. Check power wires for damage or scrapes. If
    power supply wires are within three inches of the ballast power supply, use wire suitable for at least 90C
    (194F). Note: Most dwellings built before 1985 have supply wire rated to 60C. Consult a qualified electrician 
    before installing.
    A.

    B.
    C. Connect the power source ground wire to the green or bare copper wire from the fixture assembly.
    D. Using wire nuts (provided), connect white supply wire to white ballast lead. Connect black supply wire to 

    certain no bare wires are exposed outside of wire connectors.

INSTRUCTIONS

PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY AND SAVE THEM, AS YOU MAY NEED THEM AT A LATER DATE.

Wire Connector
1pcs

Toggle Nut
2pcs

Screw
2pcs

MODEL#:
IRV-2417-MV-930NS
IRV-3626-MV-930NS
IRV-4834-MV-930NS
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NEEDED TOOLS

    E. 
    F. Fasten channel securely to the wall.
    G. Install the fixture housing (3) to the channel by sliding the slots in the housing over the screws (4) in the

3. Diffuser Assembly
A. Install one end (5) using the thumbscrew (6).
B. Slide the diffuser (7) into the installed end, and install the other end with thumbscrew to secure diffuser in
    place.

4. Restore power at fuse or circuit breaker box.
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